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Background 

Chapter Aldgate in White Chapel, close to the fashionable Brick Lane 
Market, offers high end student accommodation. It is one of nine 
accommodation buildings operated under the Chapter brand, which 
aims to provide a unique living experience for students from across 
the globe. 

Architects were appointed to the refurbishment project at Chapter Aldgate to deliver a 
new reception space, private and communal study and social areas, a new gym, fitness 
studio, lecture spaces and ancillary office facilities.

Greystar, the owner of the Chapter accommodation brand, working with the architects, 
approached Meesons with the challenge of conceiving a physical entry barrier that 
would complement their radical idea of stripping back the interior space to reveal 
the raw structure of the building. The choice of interior scheme including metalwork, 
panelling and ceramic tiles sets this project apart from other student accommodation 
projects. 

Chapter Aldgate provides accommodation to 400 students and has a front of house 
team on duty during the day and security personnel overnight. 
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Solution 
Meesons worked with Greystar and the project team at Chapter 
Aldgate to satisfy a number of challenges on this project.  

The project team wanted to install a secure entry barrier that would allow the 
free flow of a high number of students and authorised visitors at peak times. They 
also specified that the entrance control needed to complement the minimalistic 
aesthetics of the buildings interior and work within strict budget and scheduling 
requirements.

The fact that the reception area at Chapter Aldgate is staffed 24/7 guided the choice 
of entry barrier; Speed Gates are excellent at preventing people tailgating their way 
into a building whilst creating a low level, sleek, minimalistic aesthetic.

Following a series of site meetings Greystar specified two banks of Meesons 
EasyGate SPD-R Speed Gates. These were installed on either side of the reception 
desk to provide controlled access, ensuring only residents or authorised visitors 
could enter the facilities. The EasyGate SPD-R was selected due to its high 
throughput rate of 40 people per minute, per lane, allowing the free flow of a high 
number of students and authorised visitors. 

The EasyGate SPD-R also offers advanced tailgating detection with 36 pairs of 
infra-red optical sensors monitoring the passage lanes. To allow for a more spacious 
transit the EasyGate SPD-R’s were installed in a dual wing configuration to create 
wider passage lanes ensuring easy access for wheelchair users and compliancy with 
the Equality Act. 

In keeping with the building’s design the EasyGate SPD-R Speed Gates were 
provided in a brushed stainless steel finish with black glass top lids, the 10mm, 
tempered glass wings continue the minimalistic theme, complementing the other 
design elements of the interior.

Throughout it all, the high security features, stylish design and value for money 
made EasyGate SPD-R the first choice for specifiers at Chapter Aldgate.

Results 
The ultimate test of the system is the safety and wellbeing 
of the students at Chapter Aldgate and Meesons’ EasyGate 
SPD-R Speed Gates deliver on both these criterion.

Community Manager at Chapter Aldgate commented;

“Due to the high level of footfall passing through the 
reception on a daily basis we required a Speed Gate 
solution that was robust and could effectively manage the 
flow of residents, staff and visitors, whilst also 
complementing the minimalistic design of our reception. 
The Speed Gates Meesons provided have achieved both of 
these requirements”

“We are delighted with the solution Meesons have 
provided, it has added a layer of security without 
impacting the free movement of residents and staff.  The 
staff and residents have found the Speed Gates intuitive 
and simple to use. Meesons experience and expertise in
this area has been invaluable in delivering a solution that 
meets our needs.” 
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